Surface Preparation

**TORQUE GUARD**

Stop Dangerous, Destructive Kickback in Rotating Machinery with:

**#TG.2000 Torque Guard**

The #TG.2000 Torque Guard is a patent pending safety torque overload device designed for buffers and grinders which can sense the initial impact of an obstruction and LITERALLY, within a millisecond, automatically cut the power to the machine without any operator input.

---

**#491.17 Floor Prep Plus Floor Grinder**

The second generation Floor Prep Plus grinder is now all steel construction with a myriad of features including:

- Triple-planetary gear box (165 RPM) with steel drive coupler for use as a grinder
- Approved for EZ Scrape attachments
- Vacuum port standard
- Dust containment shroud attachment and optional 40 lb weight kit available
- 1.5 HP Extreme Heavy Duty Motor
- 115 volts 60 Hz
- 50 ft. x 14-3 power cord
- All steel construction
- Ball bearing non-marking wheels
- 112 lbs, Made in the USA

---

**#264 Top Cut Saw**

The safer, quicker, more effective way to cut relief joints for wood flooring take up jobs

- Capable of cutting wood, concrete board & concrete with the appropriate blade
- Standard 2” vacuum port
- Uses standard 4-1/2 to 6” blades
- Cut depth gauge
- Removable handle for compact transport

Get off your achy knees and away from that dangerous blade!

---

**#HF1000 Hi-Frequency Floor Stripper**

Introducing the HF.1000 Stripper; Ultra lightweight, affordable machine that utilizes high frequency direct-drive motor technology, which provides blade actuation up to 3600 strokes per minute. The HF.1000 can tackle most vinyl, carpet pad and linoleum jobs.

- Compact & lightweight!
- Can be converted from stand up to handheld for tight spaces!
- Adjustable blade angle allows for comfortable operating position
- Includes self dicing blades for carpet
- High frequency direct drive motor eliminates the need for mechanical drive belts & related maintenance
- Operates at 110V

---

**#TAP.1000 Tapper Tool**

The patented #TAP.1000, new from Taylor Tools, has redefined the wood floor installation process. Gone are the days of countless hours on your knees with a tapping block and mallet. The Tapper Tool allows you to quickly, safely and efficiently hammer in tongue and groove wood floors mechanically in a fraction of the time. It’s also great for face-in work. The Tapper Tool is 3 simple components that attach to any standard SDS drill.

Save your knees, time and money by switching to the Tapper Tool today!